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All 30 NBA teams -- from the contenders to the stinkers -- have made the turn after an unpredictable 

first half of the 2014-15 season. With new blood at the top of the standings, fresh faces in the MVP race 

and plenty of action in the race for the bottom, it's time for midseason grades to be dispensed.  

SI.com's grades are determined by first-half performance relative to preseason expectations and also 

take into account health-related issues, signings and trades made since the start of the season, as well as 

the impact of major offseason moves. Significant injuries to star players, especially those with multi-year 

implications, are also considered in the grading process. 

 (All statistics, rankings and records through Jan. 24.) 

Atlanta Hawks: A+ 

Record (through 41 games): 33-8 

Off. Rating: 6 | Def. Rating: 2 | Net Rating: 2 

At a glance: The tagline for the feel-good movie based on Atlanta’s surprising first half practically writes 

itself: “After a summer in which everything fell apart, they banded together and played better than ever 

before.” That would be corny if it wasn’t entirely true, as the Hawks are tracking towards the best 

season in franchise history (57 wins is the mark to beat) after an ugly offseason full of infighting and 

racially-charged drama. Coach Mike Budenholzer deserves full credit for maintaining his team’s focus, 

charging forward with his vision for a pass-happy spread offense, and making the most of Al Horford’s 

return on both sides of the ball. 

The excellent health of the Hawks’ core (Horford, Jeff Teague, Paul Millsap,Kyle Korver) has been a key 

driver of their success, and the great fear when things are rolling this well (16 straight wins and counting 

entering Monday is that an injury could bring it tumbling down, or at least change the season’s course. 

Again, Budenholzer deserves credit for limiting the wear and tear on his major guys and getting major 

contributions from his reserves: No Hawks player is averaging even 34 minutes. At the midway point, 

Atlanta’s unselfish, balanced, cohesive and deep squad has earned the right to be mentioned in the 

group of title contenders.       

Defining moment: After years (decades?) of producing mundane fare followed by a choppy start, the 

Hawks’ late-November surge mostly flew under the radar. By mid-December, though, there was no 

longer any ignoring the power of Budenholzer’s relentless offense. One signature performance came on 

Dec. 17, when the Hawks went into Cleveland and torched the Cavaliers 127-98, racking up 36 assists 

and 16 three-pointers with ease. The damage was so severe Cavaliers coach David Blatt felt compelled 

to issue a public apology for the “embarrassing” result. 



 


